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4S SFVMPAC 

Comment Letter 

0-5

Scale, Bulk, Coverage And Density 

Towers Over Adjacent Uses 

□ Scale of campus buildings far exceeds surrounding ;;id;��]'''o:s-12 
□ Articulation of the sanctuary cannot resolve the large scale
□ 4 additional multi-story buildings amplify the problem

f.ll'ICllitlf & Ad"'lnlsl1allon txt!'lor El•ll'•ll•n• - Svlhllng A 
, . .  .., 

I r --C 

s bwldmgs fails harmony te 
edfi g or UP 

Response to Comment Letter 
0-5

0-5-12 The comment briefly states that scale, bulk, coverage and density tower over
adjacent uses. Buildings will not tower over other uses because of the site 
topography and project design. The statement is general in nature and so a 
detailed response is not possible. General Response 4, Visual Resources, DSEIR 
Section 8.2. 1, provides a comprehensive response to visual effects. 

It further states the scale of the project far exceeds surrounding residences, 
that articulations of the sanctuary will not resolve the scale issue, and that 
multi-story buildings are a problem. These points do not raise specific issues 
with the DSEIR, so no specific response is possible. General Response 1, 
Planning and Land Use and EIR Section 3.1.4.3 "Physical Compatibility with 
Surrounding Areas/Community Character", starting on page 3-76, provide a 
comprehensive response to issues that these statements touch on. 

The comment further states the project fails to address all required findings for the 
MUP, and provides a table on page 69 of  these Response to Comments. The 
table states there are no civic uses adjacent to the project. The County 
disagrees with these statements. Please see General Response 1, "Planning and 
Land Use;' referred to above. The project considers both adjacent and nearby 
uses. This requires that the analysis go outside of the SFVSP area to encompass 
existing uses and provide a fair and balanced assessment of the site. 
Considering only the uses surrounding the project does not provide an accurate or 
balanced picture of the area. For example,using the table, the fire station across 
the street from the project entrance would not be included in the land use 
analysis. This would be a distortion of the actual uses that are part and 
parcel of the community character of the area. 
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4S SFVMPAC 

Comments Letter 

0-5

Scale, Bulk, Coverage And Density 

Far Exceeds Surrounding Uses 

□ The bulk of the campus buildings 
far exceeds that of the surrounding 
residences

□ The Savenna 1 story including 
courtyards fits well inside the 
sanctuary seating area! 

□ Footprint of 2 story homes is even 
smaller

□ Residence h,ejghts lower than 
·o IJ!U-od ½ o ower 

ot in harmo YV4i!D 
ings or plan 

Bulk cannot be reduced by articulation 
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m e finding for MUP: buildings of incompatible .b.

0-5-13

Response to Comments Letter 
0-5

0-5-13 The comment address the bulk of the project. It includes a plan view of the 
sanctuary building with a house plan superimposed. The County acknowledges 
that the sanctuary has more bulk than any one single family residence in the area. 
This is expected due to the different use envisioned. But single family homes are 
not the only land use in the area, as discussed in General Response 1, Planning and 
Land Use. The bulk of the sanctuary was compared to a range of uses in the area. 
Using a balanced approached, consideration of all uses in the immediate and 
nearby area is appropriate. This would include the mass of the apartments to the 
southeast. Please note General Response, Visual Resources, and EIR Section 3.1.4.3 
"Physical Compatibility with Surrounding Areas/Community Character;' starting on 
page 3.76, for a comprehensive response to the issue of bulk. 

The comment on page 70 addresses the bulk of the project and includes a table 
that compares the volume of the sanctuary building with residential and civic 
uses. The bulk of the sanctuary needs to be compared to a range of uses. 
Please see General Response 4 and EIR Section 3.1.4.3 "Physical Compatibility 
with Surrounding Areas/Community Character", starting on page 3-76 for a 
comprehensive response to the issue of bulk. 
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4S SFVMPAC 

Comments Letter 

0-5

Seale/Bu I k/Coverage/Density o-5-25

Inconsistent with General Plan 

□ Multiple-use should be in commercial centers

• Minimize traffic
• Maximize pedestrian activity

□ Proposed project lacks transition

• Intensity is population/operation based
• Violates General Plan requirement
• Adjacent to 

- �n space
�I!t family re&j$nli.!III
�ider-6 _pf GOmparisons outside planning area to justify land use 

changes violaie5:Gfa,policy 

□ Remainder parcel anticipated zoning (LM: 0.53-1 du/acre)

4 remaining lots for estate style homes

�i ory should not be adjusted to allow height of 

Response to Comments Letter 
0-5

0-5-25 The comment states the scale, bulk, coverage, and density are inconsistent
with the General Plan. It also states multiple uses should be in commercial 
centers. The comment makes general assertions so a detailed response is not 
possible. Please see EIR Section 3.1.4.3 "Physical Compatibility with 
Surrounding Areas/Community Character", starting on page 3-76 for a 
discussion of the issues raised. The comment about multiple uses does not raise 
an issue with the DSEIR so no response is necessary. 

0-5-26 The comment sates the project lacks transition due to intensity, violation of
the General Plan, and adjacency to open space. Please see General Responses 
1 (Planning and Land Use and 2 (Biology and Resource Protection Ordinance) for 
comprehensive discussions these issues. 

0-5-27 This comment states the anticipated zoning for the site would allow 4 lots. It
also asserts the allowed height should not be adjusted. Please see General 
Response 1 for a discussion of both of these issues. 
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4S SFVMPAC 

Comments Letter 

0-5

Proposer's Project Violates Mandates of the 0-5-28

Santa Fe Valley Specific Plan 

-------------------------:t::r:n'(1:ln'l'lll':ia,lml,i,� 

□ The designated non-residential property in the SFVPA: 

Designed to service the Community (17,590) 

Response to Comments Letter 
0-5

0-5-28 This comment states the Project violates the mandates of the SFVSP because
non-residential properties in the SFVSP are designated to serve the community, are 
low intensity uses, have a fixed size, and are placed in high density areas. 
These characteristics f it the project as proposed. Please see Response 0-5-11 
and General Response 1, "Planning and Land Use:' 

0-5-29 The comment states that non-residential zoning should be located in high density

areas, within walking distance of high density residential. Project zoning and 
proximity to high density residential uses supports these principles. Many 
nonresidential uses are located in the area for similar reasons. These include the 
high school, middle school, churches, and commercial uses. 

The comment also notes non-residential uses should be mandated to reduce traffic. 
Non-residential uses by their nature include traffic. Traffic can be reduced by the use 
of shuttles and by offering multiple functions at a given destination. The project 
incorporates both of these measures. 
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4S SFVMPAC 

Comments Letter 

0-5

Recommendation Should be to Deny 

SP Amendment and MUP 

------------------------:f:ffl1nt:1.Yllr.;,a.Jr::,,,�,. 

□ Proposed project is NOT CONSISTENT with the Goals, Objectives, and Policies 

of the Santa Fe Valley Specific Plan

□ No support for discretionary grant of MUP

Out of harmony: scale, bulk, coverage, density & operations 

Is not consistent with existing neighborhood character

Significant, un-miticable harmful impact on community 

Commercial operation: 7 days/Week, 10:00 PM / 24 hours/day 

0-5-32
0-5-32

Response to Comments Letter 
0-5

The comment summarizes opposition to the Project, stating it is not consistent 

with the SFVSP, does not support a MUP, serves a small part of the 4S Ranch 

community, requires exceptions, and because the rural/semi-rural use of the 

site should not be changed. Specific responses are not possible due to the 

generality of the statements. General Response 1 , "Planning and Land Use," 

and EIR Section 3.1.4. 3 "Physical Compatibility with Surrounding Areas /Com
munity Character", starting on page 3-76 provide a comprehensive response to 

these issues. 
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